
 

APECS Oceania Report of Activities 2019 
 

Membership:  
APECS Oceania’s membership has grown from 128 to 173 in 12 months, most growth is in the 
Australian membership (82-123) and there are 4 new members in New Zealand. 
The full membership statistics from 2018 and 2019 are available in Appendix 1. 
 
Activities and Events: 
February: 

● 16th: Hobart local social catch-up at the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery 
March Polar Week: 

● Social media games: #PolarClothing 
July  

● 5th: Hobart winter social catch-up at The Whaler 
● 9-12th: Institute of Australian Geographers Conference 2019 (Hobart, Australia) - 

Nathaniel Young presented a short talk and stall on APECS Oceania 
Polar Week 23-29th September: 

● 21st: Hobart local social catch-up, ice skating 
● 24th: Marine and Antarctic Seminar Series at the Institute for Marine and Antarctic 

Studies, University of Tasmania organised and run by APECS Oceania on the “Human 
perspectives on Antarctica” - also available live online via zoom and a recording 
available post-event 

● 25th: Art webinar by Gabby O’Conner (NIWA, Wellington New Zealand) on “Art, Data, 
Audient and Disruption.  Embedding Art in Antarctic Field Research” 

● Twitter: Adele Jackson (Gateway Antarctica, Christchruch New Zealand) was 
interviewed for the Polar Art blog 

● 27th: APECS Oceania and Bottom of the Earth Society (BOTES) Polar Week Quiz at the 
Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies, University of Tasmania 

● 2nd October: APECS Oceania and DataTas Antarctic Mapping Workshop run by Dale 
Maschette (Australian Antarctic Division, Australia) - recording available post-event 

November: 
● 21st: APECS Oceania Information Session over zoom 

Antarctic Day (1st December) on social media: 
● Photos of APECS Oceania member’s field work exploits, with a quote from them about 

the Antarctic Treaty with the hashtag #LookSouth 
● Photos of APECS Oceania members with their national flag 
● Info/facts about the Antarctic Treaty System 

 
*Full articles on each of these activities is available below (Appendix 2). 



Facebook Analytics: 
Analytics: 
  
Total Page Likes: 695 
(Up 40 likes since 1/9/19) 
  
Post Reach: 
Averaging around 200 views per post, with some spikes higher. 
  
Best performing post was advertising Masters in Ocean Acidification and Microplastics. 
This post reached 1800 people! Demonstrates the importance of the “share” as 6 people shared 
this post, massively boosting overall engagement. 
(Second best post was a PhD position with IMAS which reached 1200 people after being shared 
3 times.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 1 -  APECS Oceania Membership Statistics for 2019 and 2018 
 
November 2019 Membership Statistics 
 
Total Members in Australia 123  
Total Members in New Zealand 50  
Total 173 
  

Australian institutions: University of Queensland, Edith Cowan University, University of 

Tasmania, Australian Bureau of Meteorology, University of Wollongong, Macquarie University, 

Integrated Marine Observing System, University of Adelaide, Antarctic Biological Research 

Initiative, Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative Research Centre (ACE CRC), 

Federation University, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), 

Monash University, University of Western Australia, University of Sydney, Australian National 

University, Griffith University, Australian Antarctic Division, James Cook University, RMIT 

University, Southern Ocean Observing System, Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service, 

University of Melbourne, University of New South Wales, University of Newcastle, Department 

of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (NSW), Natural Area 

New Zealand Institutions: Auckland University of Technology, University of Exeter, Gateway 

Antarctic (University of Canterbury), Victoria University of Wellington, Lincoln University, 

University of Waikato, University of Canterbury, National Institute for Water and Atmospheric 

Research (NIWA), University of Otago, MetOcean Solutions, University of Auckland, 

Antarctica New Zealand 

Gender Balance (%) 

Male 27 

Female 73 

Career Stages (%) 
Doctoral Students 51 
Postdoctoral Researchers 16 
Master Students 13 
Research Scientists 4 
Faculty 1 
Undergraduate Student 3 
Other   12 
Employment Sector (%) 



College / University 60 
Research Institute 21 
Industry / Business     2 
Non-Profit Organisation 2 
Education and Outreach      2 
Administration 1 
Primary or Secondary School   1 
Other   12 
 
Regional Focus of Members (%) 
Antarctic 97 
Arctic 21 
Alpine     9 
Third pole / Himalaya 5 
Other   7 
  
Regional Focus of Members (%) 
Environmental sciences (50), ecology (48), marine and freshwater biology (36), oceanography 
(34), biodiversity (34), geosciences (27), modelling (25), remote sensing (23), sea-ice (23), 
cryology / glaciology (23), zoology (23), fisheries (14), microbiology (14), geology (13), 
meteorology + atmospheric sciences (13), social sciences (12), international relations (9), 
instruments + instrumentation (9), humanities (8), political sciences (7), plant sciences (6), 
engineering (6), soil sciences (5), agriculture (5), human and public health (5), toxicology (5), 
water resources (5), economics (4), law (3), anthropology (3), urban studies (3), hydrology (2), 
paleontology (2), medicine (2), energy / fuels (2), forestry (1), other (4) 
 
 
Main Reasons for Joining 
Word of mouth (30), internet/website (6), Antarctic Cities Youth Expedition (5), Conferences 
(4), APECS Oceania events (3), email (3), twitter (3), facebook (2) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



December 2018 Membership Statistics 
 
Total Members in Australia 82  
Total Members in New Zealand 46  
Total 128 
  

Australian institutions: University of Queensland, Edith Cowan University, University of 

Tasmania, Australian Bureau of Meteorology, University of Wollongong, Macquarie University, 

Integrated Marine Observing System, University of Adelaide, Antarctic Biological Research 

Initiative, Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative Research Centre (ACE CRC), 

Federation university, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Monash 

University, University of Western Australia, University of Sydney, Australian National 

University, Griffith University, Australian Antarctic Division 

New Zealand Institutions: Auckland University of Technology, University of Exeter, Gateway 

Antarctic (University of Canterbury), Victoria University of Wellington, Lincoln University, 

University of Waikato, University of Canterbury, National Institute for Water and Atmospheric 

Research, University of Otago, MetOcean Solutions, University of Auckland 

Gender Balance (%) 

Male 26 

Female 74 

Career Stages (%) 
Doctoral Students 56 
Postdoctoral Researchers 14 
Master Students 12 
Research Scientists 2 
Faculty 2 
Undergraduate Student 1 
Other   13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 2 -  APECS Oceania Membership News Articles on Activities 2019 
 
Local Social Catch-ups - FEBRUARY 8, 2019 

It has been a very busy summer for many, and Semester is about to begin for 2019. Because of 
this, we are encouraging local catch-ups for meet-and-greets and to have a relaxed affair.
In Hobart, we will be going to the Antarctica Exhibit at the Tasmania Museum and Art Galley on 
Saturday the 16th of February, 2019. We will be meeting at 2pm, for those interested, and will be 
there for an hour or so. Then, we will be getting a bite to eat together afterwards, no obligation 
(particularly due to the diversity of diets). If you are in the Hobart area, feel free to come along. 

Check out the Past Events for photos. 

Polar Week, March, 2019 - MARCH 8, 2019 

It is the first Polar Week of the year, aligning with the planet’s equinox, between the 17th and 
23rd of March, 2019. Because of this special occasion, we are promoting a few things to have a 
little fun.
First and foremost, because it is polar week, we are encouraging members to wear polar themed 
clothing to try get conversations going about polar research and APECS Oceania going. As early 
career scientists and members of APECS Oceania, we are hoping that you can help spread the 
word about APECS, APECS Oceania and our founding organisation SCAR.
Secondly, we are aware that there are almost 50 members across New Zealand and almost 130 
members spread across Australia, making up 5% of the APECS International membership base! 
We are aware that logistics and travel can be difficult in such a large geography, but we are 
encouraging local social catch-ups between members to promote a collegial atmosphere within 
the group.
For those interested, in Hobart between the 17th and 23rd of March, 2019, we are organising a 
catch-up (be it you live here or you are visiting during polar week). To help us plan an event and 
to find out what you would like to do, please click on this link and begin voting.
If you are not near, in nor visiting Hobart, we encourage you to contact and reach out to other 
members in your area to meet-up safely and enjoy the equinox, come Polar Week, together.
Happy voting and have an enjoyable Polar Week. 

https://apecsoceania.com/2019/02/08/local-social-catch-ups/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/02/08/local-social-catch-ups/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/02/08/local-social-catch-ups/
http://apecsoceania.com/events/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/03/08/polar-week-march-2019/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/03/08/polar-week-march-2019/
https://doodle.com/poll/2s4s6zx9tykrn75w


Institute of Australian Geographers Conference (Hobart, Tasmania) - JULY 11, 2019 
The Institute of Australian Geographers Conference for 2019 was held in Hobart at the Wrest 
Point Convention and Entertainment Center from the 9th to the 12th of July. Thanks to the 
generosity of the conference organisers, APECS Oceania was represented very well through the 
assistance of Nathaniel Young, a National Representative of APECS Oceania:
A small stall was set up with the APECS flag, flyers and pins, free of charge

At the end of the Antarctic Connections sessions, APECS Oceania was promoted in a talk to 
approximately 20 attendees.

During the first day, APECS Oceania was also plugged by Nathaniel Young at the end of his talk 
on “Time series of crustal motion using GNSS: Exploring the expression of systematic errors“, 
highlighting the positive support the APECS Oceania and its members have offered during the 
span of his project.
Hopefully, through this exposure, more people become aware of this unique group, and its 
possibilities. 

https://apecsoceania.com/2019/07/11/institute-of-australian-geographers-conference-hobart-tasmania/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/07/11/institute-of-australian-geographers-conference-hobart-tasmania/
http://www.iagc2019.com/3538


Winter Catch-up in Hobart - JUNE 25, 2019 
Winter is finally here (… and we didn’t have to wait eight seasons for it)!

APECS Oceania is hosting a local social catch-up for those living in or visiting Hobart in 
Tasmania on Friday the 5th of July 2019 from 5pm to 7pm. The evening will be spent by a 
fireplace at The Whaler (39 Salamanca Place, Hobart) with mulled cider available on tap. The 
table is booked under APECS Oceania and the warm glasses of mulled cider are $10 per glass – 
of course there are other options.
Come by and meet other APECS Oceania members, get warm, and enjoy the company. You are 
more-than-welcome to bring a guest, who may be interested in becoming a members of APECS 
and APECS Oceania.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://apecsoceania.com/2019/06/25/winter-catch-up-in-hobart/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/06/25/winter-catch-up-in-hobart/


APECS Oceania September Polar Week News Article NOVEMBER 13, 2019 

The APECS International community celebrated September Polar Week 2019 from the 23 to the 
29 of September, and APECS Oceania collaborated with very popular events during this equinox 
celebration!  

The festivities commenced with a Marine and Antarctic Seminar Series (MASS) held at the 
Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies, University of Tasmania in Hobart on the 24th 
September.  The seminar series focussed on the “Human perspectives of Antarctica” with 
three talks providing different perspectives on this topic.  Dr Hanne Nielsen (UTas) gave a 
summary of the “60 years of the Antarctic Treaty system), Shaun Brooks (AAD) provided an 
“understanding the human footprint on Antarctica” and are we “too big for our boots?”, and the 
series was culminated with a talk by Dr Jessica Melbourne-Thomas (CSIRO) on the “Southern 
Ocean ecosystem conservation and management”.  This event was well attended and even 
promoted by Dr Hanne Nielsen on ABC Hobart! If you miss the event, a recording is available 
here. 

APECS Oceania thanks the MASS Seminar Series organisers for allowing APECS to conduct 
this event as part of their program, and the Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies for the 
support of the venue and afternoon tea that was provided.

Svenja Halfter introducing APECS, APECS Oceania and how to get involved (photo: Alyce 
Hancock).  

https://apecsoceania.com/2019/11/13/apecs-oceania-september-polar-week-news-article/
https://apecsoceania.com/2019/11/13/apecs-oceania-september-polar-week-news-article/
https://vimeo.com/362727947?fbclid=IwAR2uQ5ufHvTh-JMdpNDzoKSePl369Te4eNxm2EukJVjbMvijW9NhrzwN4SU


On 25 September, Gabby O’Connor is an artist, educator and interdisciplinary researcher based 
at NIWA in Wellington (New Zealand) gave a webinar titled “Art, Data, Audience and 
Disruption. Embedding Art in Antarctic Field Research” where she shared her experience in 
collaborating with an Antarctic science team from New Zealand and how her art communicated 
the research findings. In her talk, Gabby gives excellent tips and suggestions for early career 
researchers to engage art as a platform for science communication. You can watch her webinar 
here.
Follow Gabby on Instagram: @studioantarctica and @theunseen_by_gabbyo and Twitter: 
@o_gabbyoGabby O’Connor. 

 

We interviewed Adele Jackson, an environmental artist based at Gateway Antarctica, 
Christchurch (New Zealand) for the Polar Art weblog. Adele shared with us why the Polar 
Regions inspire her artwork, and also what artists inspire her! Read more about Adele’s 
interview here.
Follow Adele on Twitter: @antarcticartist and Instagram @adelejackson

https://vimeo.com/364178741
https://www.apecs.is/outreach/international-polar-week/upcoming-polar-week/polar-art-blog/3468-polar-art-adele-jackson.html


Adele JacksonArt-piece by Adele shown in the first of a series of Antarctic Sun Lines 
solar-powered artworks will be displayed at Christchurch Art Gallery / Te Puna o Waiwhetū, 
Aotearoa / New Zealand from 1st – 6th October 2019 as part of the city’s Antarctic season 
opening programme.  

On the Friday of Polar Week, APECS Oceania worked with the Bottom of the Earth Society 
(BOTES) to organise a Polar Week Quiz at the Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies 
(IMAS), Hobart, Australia.  6 quiz teams tackled 4 rounds of questions on oceans, Antarctica, 
general knowledge and real news/fake news as well as a not so easy a bonus of name the 
Antarctic icebreaker.  The even ended with much excitement as the winning quiz team was 
announcement (through a series of funny comments, additions and subtractions) as the “APECS 
Predators” who marginally beat “The Featherstars”, “Sea Cucumbers and Hummus” and “Salty 
Sea Dawgs”.  This team included winners of the 2018 APECS Oceania and BOTES Polar Week 
Quiz making us wonder if they should be handicapped next year!!! A big thank to BOTES for 
working with APECS Oceania to organise and run this fun evening, IMAS for supporting the 
event and donating prizes to the winning team and runner-up team.  We look forward to teaming 
up again next year with BOTES for another fun filled quiz!



The quiz teams ready to tackle 4 rounds of questions and bonus “Name the Antarctic Icebreaker” 
round (Photo: Alyce Hancock). 

The winning team, “APECS Predators” (Photo: Joshua Foster).  

The Polar Week celebrated continued into the following week with APECS Oceania collaborated 
with DataTas to organise an Antarctic Mapping Workshop at the Institute of Marine and 
Antarctic Studies (IMAS), Hobart, 2nd October. The workshop was run by Dale Maschette, 
Australian Antarctic Division, and focused on basic mapping theory, why mapping  Antarctica in 
R is hard, how to do mapping in base R, and a new tool that has been developed by Dale and 
others for mapping Antarctica and the Southern Ocean in R (Somap). This workshop was a 
mixture of theory and large sections of practical application, with a focus on practical examples 
of R mapping techniques.  If you missed the workshop a recording is available here and all the 
materials required for the workshop are available here. 

https://echo360.org.au/media/0420cc62-521a-47ae-9623-705253aeed22/public?fbclid=IwAR2m1Y1Js1ITj5M7a-4RMtaqTwyyKmOYPA2McES9TvIVmXqIrYFY30oQRzc
https://github.com/Maschette/Mapping_in_R?fbclid=IwAR0RoBLpYVXpQjNi8C214RcivV2dRmI-Qn4ylLC8z7e7mTGZAcTkYDJ1wJo


We thank Dale Maschette, who without his hard work preparing and running the workshop, this 
would not have been the success it was.  Also thank you to Ben Raymond for assisting during the 
workshop, and to DataTas for teaming up with APECS Oceania to run this event.

Presenter Dale Maschette (Photos by Alyce Hancock) 

 
 


